The notion of perceptual features is introduced for describing general music properties based on human perception. This is an attempt at rethinking the concept of features, aiming to approach the underlying human perception mechanisms. Instead of using concepts from music theory such as tones, pitches, and chords, a set of nine features describing overall properties of the music was selected. They were chosen from qualitative measures used in psychology studies and motivated from an ecological approach. The perceptual features were rated in two listening experiments using two different data sets. They were modeled both from symbolic and audio data using different sets of computational features. Ratings of emotional expression were predicted using the perceptual features. The results indicate that (1) at least some of the perceptual features are reliable estimates; (2) emotion ratings could be predicted by a small combination of perceptual features with an explained variance from 75% to 93% for the emotional dimensions activity and valence; (3) the perceptual features could only to a limited extent be modeled using existing audio features. Results clearly indicated that a small number of dedicated features were superior to a "brute force" model using a large number of general audio features.
I. INTRODUCTION A. Features in MIR research
One of the fundamental research goals in music information retrieval (MIR) research is to perform a contentbased analysis of music represented in audio files. This is typically performed in a two-step procedure in which a set of features are first extracted from the original audio. The features can be broadly divided into two categories. The first is lowlevel features, often based on short-time, frame-based measures. They consist typically of different spectral features such as MFCC (Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients), spectral centroid, or the number of zero crossings per time unit, but also psychoacoustic measures such as roughness and loudness models. The second is mid-level features with a longer analysis window. These features are typically well-known concepts from music theory and music perception such as beat strength, rhythmic regularity, meter, mode, harmony, and key. They are often verified by using ground-truth data with examples annotated by experts. In addition, a third level consists of semantic descriptions such as emotional expression or genre. However, the distinction between the different levels is in reality often rather vague and was made in order to point to some general differences in complexity and aims.
One motivation for the current study was the focus on, and use of, features in different computational models within the MIR community. The prevailing focus is often on constructing models that can explain as much of the target variation as possible, thus a pure engineering approach. This is manifested in the goal of the MIREX (Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange) competition (Downie et al., 2005) . In order to achieve better results, more and more features are devised and tested, often based on intuition and trial-and-error. This has been facilitated by the current advances in machine learning methods making it possible to use a comparatively large number of features and then use feature selection methods and cross-validation to obtain valid models. It has resulted in a large number of computational features suggested in the literature (Burred and Lerch, 2004; Peeters, 2004; Polotti and Rocchesso, 2008) . However, previous extensive testing of different feature sets has indicated that it is hard to reach beyond a certain performance, thus suggesting that there is actually a theoretical limit, a "glass ceiling" when using this paradigm (Aucouturier and Pachet, 2004; Pohle et al., 2005) . The accuracy in these studies ranged from 48% to 78% for a a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
afriberg@kth.se variety of prediction tasks, extracted features, and machine learning methods. Nevertheless, this type of machine learning approach will most likely improve considerably in the near future given the recent advances, in particular, regarding for example the use of deep belief networks in audio analysis (e.g., Lee et al., 2009 ).
B. Features for higher-level concepts such as emotion and genre
As mentioned above, a starting point in computational analysis of music is often basic music theory, which has a long tradition of analyzing the music into its components. These components are perceptual aspects like functional harmony or rhythmic patterns. However, the perspective is often that of an ideal expert listener who is able to perceive the music in extreme detail including all played notes. By contrast, in a natural listening situation it is not possible to hear such depth of detail even after extensive practice. This indicates that other, coarser perceptual features are perceived in a realistic listening setting. If we aim to model higher-level concepts such as emotion description or genre, it is unlikely that the mid-level (or low-level) features derived from classical music theory (or low-level signal properties) are the best choices. In fact, in emotion research, a number of rather imprecise overall estimations have long been successfully used. Examples are overall pitch height, overall dynamics, or harmonic complexity (e.g., Gabrielsson and Lindstr€ om, 2010; Juslin and Lindstr€ om, 2010; Eerola et al. 2013; Friberg, 2008) . This indicates that human music perception retrieves information that might be different from traditional concepts of music theory, such as the harmonic progression. This is not surprising since it demands substantial training to recognize an harmonic progression, but it also points to the need for finding what we really hear when we listen to music.
Although many of the proposed audio features are of a similar nature, it is unlikely that human perception uses all of them. As also discussed above, previous research in emotion communication has shown that a handful of qualitative features can explain a major part of the listener responses. In the experiments both by Juslin and Lindstr€ om (2010) and Eerola et al. (2013) , the explained variance amounted to nearly 90%, which is mostly above what has been obtained in previous audio analysis methods. In these studies, the feature variation was obtained by synthesizing different music examples. One of the most successful models using audio features was made by Lu et al. (2006) : It obtained an average recognition of 86% using a few custom features applied on a database with classical music. Although direct comparisons of accuracy are problematic due to differences in methods, this indicates that the suggestion of a glass ceiling here is wrong (or at least a little higher). The examples given above (Lu et al., 2006; Juslin and Lindstr€ om, 2010; Eerola et al., 2013) suggest that it is possible to reach an adequate performance by using a restricted set of dedicated features.
C. Ecological perspective
Another alternative is to view music perception from the ecological perspective (Clarke, 2005; Friberg, 2012) .
The origin of these ideas is the work of Gibson (1966) in the area of visual perception. A general assumption in ecological sound perception is that humans always try to understand the world from the sound. This means that we try to understand the source properties of the sounds rather than only considering the specific timbre quality. This is evident for everyday sounds. Take, for example, a cutlery sound in the kitchen. It is not heard as a certain "cling" sound but the sound of the specific objects (e.g., Gaver, 1993; LeMaitre and Heller, 2012) . Thus, according to the ecological hypothesis, it would be easier (or more natural) for humans to perceive and estimate the speed of the music by relating it to movement rather than the event rate (Friberg and Sundberg, 1999) or to perceive the energy used to produce the sound rather than the sound level (SL) (Ladefoged and McKinney, 1963) .
D. Motivation
In this paper, we will present a new method for determining audio features based on perceptual ratings and discuss their potential in MIR-based audio analysis systems. We will call these perceptual features to emphasize that they are by definition based on perception even though they can be estimated computationally. An outline of the proposed analysis model is shown in Fig. 1 .
Why did we choose to work with perceptual features? The reason was mainly to approach the question of what we really hear when we listen to music. Is there some intermediate analysis layer that is processed and in that case what does it consist of? These are very difficult questions to address and we do not claim that the perceptual features proposed here form the answer. They do, however, represent an attempt to start "afresh" using a broader view on perception, looking from different angles and considering different disciplines of research. Most MIR research is based on human perception since the top-level ground-truth data mostly consists of human annotations. The idea in the present model is to also use perceptually derived data one level down in the feature space. It will still be a challenge to model these perceptual features from audio. However, the advantage is that with a careful selection of perceptual features, the scope of each feature is more limited to certain kinds of parameters, such as low-level features related to onset detection, and thus potentially easier to model than a higher level feature model which may depend on a number of different features and their interaction.
This idea that we process higher level aspects in two steps in the way outlined here is certainly not new and has been a prevalent theoretical starting point in a majority of studies of emotional expression in music (Gabrielsson and Lindstr€ om, 2010) . Furthermore, the concept of perceptual features is the same as the proximal cues used in, for example, the Brunswikian lens model of vocal/musical communication of emotion (e.g., Scherer, 2003; Juslin, 2000) .
However, the direct determination of the perceptual features in the way suggested here has rarely been applied to music before. One exception is the study by Wedin (1972) in which 15 subjects rated 13 different perceptual features regarding structural and performance aspects of 40 musical examples. In speech research this approach is more common. In a recent study B€ anziger et al. (2014) used both acoustic features and rated perceptual features to predict emotional expression in speech.
A perceptual/neural approach has been used in models of the nerve responses in the cochlea, by using the auditory model by Slaney (1998) , for instance. This method is difficult to extend to mid-level features since knowledge about higher level processing in the human hearing system along the auditory pathway is still scarce, although recently, work has been carried out on speech using spectro-temporal fields mimicking properties of higher-level auditory neurons (Mesgarani et al., 2004; Heckmann et al., 2011; Lindeberg and Friberg, 2014 ).
An interesting discussion on the direction of MIR research and methods in relation to cognitive psychology has recently been presented by Aucouturier and Bigand (2013) . They suggest that one of the weaknesses of the current MIR direction is the lack of psychological validation for low-level features. The current approach addresses this problem, however, not by providing validation of the used features but rather by estimating the features directly, using perceptual experiments.
We will evaluate the usability of perceptual features in MIR applications by asking the following questions:
(1) Do the raters agree in their judgments? (2) How many raters do we need? (3) Can higher-level semantic descriptions be accurately modeled from perceptual features? (4) Can we make computational models of the perceptual features?
In this paper, we will not give an exhaustive answer to each question but present the current state and experimental data that have been collected so far within this ongoing project.
In an initial study , we examined and motivated the selection of perceptual features, made a pilot perceptual experiment to select a set of music examples consisting of polyphonic ringtones, and made a final estimation of the perceptual features using this reduced set. In another study (Hedblad, 2011; , a preliminary estimation of the perceptual features was made from acoustical features on the ringtone data set. In the current article, which attempts to summarize the results, the previous work is extended with a second database (film clips) for all analyses, a new analysis of MIDI features, and with a new estimation of the perceptual features from audio features using alternative methods and cross-validation.
Before going into the questions stated above, we will present the databases used, the selected features, and the perceptual rating experiments.
II. METHOD A. Music data
Two different music collections were used. The ringtone data consists of 100 polyphonic ringtones that were converted to audio. Initially, a set of 242 ringtones was randomly picked from a large commercial database consisting of popular music excerpts of various styles encoded in MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) symbolic representation. The final set of 100 ringtones was selected by optimizing the spread of each feature based on the result from a pilot experiment . In the majority of cases, they were instrumental polyphonic versions of the original popular songs. The average duration of the ringtones was about 30 s. The MIDI files were converted to audio using a Roland JV-1010 MIDI synthesizer (Yamaha Corp., Buena Park, CA). The resulting uncompressed wave files (16-bit resolution, 44.1 kHz sampling frequency) were normalized according to the loudness standard specification ITU-R BS.1770 (ITU-R, 2006) using the implementation by Nygren (2009) .
The film clips consist of 110 short audio excerpts from film music. This set was provided by the University of Jyv€ askyl€ a (Eerola and Vuoskoski, 2011 ) and has been used in different experiments on emotional communication in music. The examples had been carefully selected to exhibit a variation in different emotional expressions and were previously rated according to a variety of emotional expressions including both discrete and dimensional emotion models. In this study, the film clips were not normalized in the same way as the ringtones since that would potentially have distorted the ratings of the emotional expressions.
B. Perceptual features
The selection of perceptual features was motivated by their relevance in emotion research and by using the ecological perspective, as discussed above. Several of these features were used by Wedin (1972) in a similar experiment. Due to experimental time constraints, the final number of features was limited to nine basic feature scales and two emotion scales. See for a further discussion of the selection process. For each feature below, the extremes of the rating scale are indicated in parentheses.
Speed (slow-fast). The overall speed of the music. We wanted to avoid the more complicated notion of tempo and use something that is easy for both musicians and nonmusicians to relate to; see also Madison and Paulin (2010) .
Rhythmic clarity (flowing-firm). The amount of rhythmic accentuation of, for example, the pulse in the rhythm pattern. This would presumably be similar to pulse clarity as modeled by Lartillot et al. (2008) .
Rhythmic complexity (simple-complex). This is a natural companion to rhythmic clarity and relates more to the differences in rhythmic patterns.
For example, a rhythm pattern consisting of even eight notes would have low rhythmic clarity and low rhythmic complexity, while a syncopated eight note pattern (as in the salsa clave) might have low rhythmic clarity but relatively high rhythmic complexity.
Articulation (staccato-legato). The overall articulation related to the duration of tones in terms of staccato or legato.
Dynamics (soft-loud). The overall dynamic level as obtained from timbre and other cues presumably disregarding listening volume. Note that the stimuli in Exp. 1 were normalized using an equal loudness model. It is presumably related to the estimated effort of the player.
Modality (minor-major). Contrary to music theory, modality is rated here on a continuous scale ranging from minor to major. One reason to choose a continuous scale was that some music excerpts in Exp. 1 consisted of a modal riff without the third note of the scale, making the modality ambiguous. Also, we assumed that not only the key but also the prevalent chords (major or minor) influence the overall perception of modality.
Overall pitch (low-high). The overall pitch height of the music.
Harmonic complexity (simple-complex). A measure of how complex the harmonic progression is. It might reflect, for example, the amount of chord changes and deviations from a certain key scale structure. This is presumably a comparatively difficult feature to rate, that may demand some musical training and knowledge of music theory.
Brightness (dark-bright) (Exp. 1), Timbre (dark-bright) (Exp. 2). One general timbre parameter. Two different terms were used since the results from Exp. 1 indicated some misunderstanding by the raters.
In addition, the following emotional scales were rated in Exp. 1. For the purpose of this experiment, they were regarded as high-level descriptions and as dependent variables in the subsequent analysis.
Energy (low-high) (Exp. 1). The overall perceived energy. This is similar to (but not the same as) the terms Activity or Arousal in the common twodimensional emotion model (e.g., Russell, 1980) . As for dynamics above, it is also presumably an important ecological aspect for estimating the energy of the source. It is also used in Exp. 2, see below.
Valence (negative-positive) (Exp. 1). Indicates the degree of negative or positive emotion.
For the film clips in Exp. 2 there were several emotion ratings available from Eerola and Vuoskoski (2011) . In this study, we used the previous ratings for Energy, Valence, Tension, Anger, Fear, Happiness, Sadness, and Tenderness.
C. Rating experiments
Two listening experiments were conducted with 20 and 21 subjects, respectively. All subjects had some limited musical experience usually at an amateur level and most of them were students at KTH. The average age in Exp. 1 was 30 yrs (range 18-55; 7 women, 13 men). They listened to music on average 15 h a week (range 3-40) and played at least one instrument. The average number of years playing their main instrument was 14 yrs (range 3-45). The average age in Exp. 2 was 32 yrs (range 21-56; 4 women, 18 men). They listened to music on average 15 h a week (range 2-45) and played at least one instrument. The average number of years playing their main instrument was 16 yrs (range 1-32).
The procedure and experimental setup was the same for both experiments. The stimuli were presented using two studio loudspeakers (Genelec 1031A) at a distance of about 2 m from the listener in a quiet room. The SL was calibrated to 75 dB(A) at the approximate listening position using low pass filtered noise roughly corresponding to the spectral content of the stimuli. Each subject individually rated all features, and in the first experiment also the emotion descriptions, on quasicontinuous (nine steps) Likert scales for each music example presented on a computer screen. All examples were randomized for each subject. The subjects were free to take a break at any time and the whole test took 1-2.5 h. They were each reimbursed with two cinema tickets. Further details of the experimental setup in Exp. 1 are given in .
III. RESULTS

A. Listener agreement
One purpose in this study was to make the best possible estimate of the true mean of each perceptual feature. Thus, for estimating the reliability of the mean estimate, Cronbach's alpha was used. It is the same as the intra-class correlation ICC(C,k), case 2 (McGraw and Wong, 1996) . The Cronbach's alpha indicated good agreements for all ratings; see Table I . Commonly, a value higher than 0.9 is used to indicate excellent agreement. This was the case for most features with the exception of harmonic complexity.
The listeners' agreement in terms of the individual variation was estimated by the mean Pearson's correlation r between all subject pairs. The inter-subject correlations were lower for the features that a priori would be more difficult to rate, like harmonic complexity and rhythmic complexity. The inter-subject correlations were useful for showing the actual variation of the responses, which was confirmed by informally observing the plotted variation.
A manual inspection of the inter-subject correlations revealed that there were some features in which one subject clearly deviated from the rest of the group. It was a different subject for each feature. For example, for rated modality one subject misinterpreted the direction of the scale and answered in the opposite way to the average. Numbers in parentheses refer to the resulting data when these subjects were omitted. Since the purpose here was to obtain the best possible estimation of the mean values, this trimmed data was used in the subsequent analysis.
We interpret these results preliminarily as an indication that all the measures could tentatively be rated by the subjects. Although the more complex measures like rhythmic complexity obtained lower agreement, the mean value across subject may still be a fair estimate of the true mean in a larger population as indicated by the relatively high Cronbach's alphas.
B. Independence of the rated features
The independence of the rated features was estimated by computing the pair-wise correlation between all combinations of feature ratings; see Table II . Ideally, some of the features, such as Speed and Dynamics, would be expected to be independently rated with little correlation. This was not the case here as indicated by the cross-correlations across features, but a rather modest correlation was obtained in a majority of cases. In the first experiment, about half of the correlations were significant and rarely exceeded 0.6 (corresponding to 36% covariation). The only exception was Pitch and Brightness with r ¼ 0.9. A similar picture was obtained in Exp. 2 regarding the overall values. The reason for the cross-correlations in the ratings cannot be tracked down at this point since there are at least two different possibilities: Either there is a covariation in the music examples, or alternatively, the listeners might not have been able to isolate each feature as intended. However, it seems obvious that there was a strong connection between Pitch and Brightness/ Timbre in Exps. 1 and 2, as reflected by the subjects' rating. We acknowledged this dependency after performing Exp. 1 and subsequently tried to improve the experimental procedure using another term and by more careful instructions to the subjects. However, interestingly, this dependence also remained in Exp. 2, indicating that there might be a strong perceptual coupling between pitch and timbre.
IV. MODELING HIGHER-LEVEL SEMANTIC DESCRIPTIONS FROM PERCEPTUAL FEATURES
A separate regression analysis was applied with each of the emotion ratings in both experiments as dependent variables and with all the nine perceptual features as independent variables. In order to check that an over-fitting did not occur, a tenfold cross validation was also performed. Thus, the songs were randomly divided into ten equal groups. For each group, the remaining 90% of the examples were used for training and the model was then evaluated on the group itself. This was further repeated for 50 different random selections and the result was averaged over the mean square error from each analysis. The results are summarized in Table III . The overall amount of explained variance is estimated by R 2 or adjusted R 2 . In addition, we used Partial Least-square (PLS) Regression and Support Vector Regression (SVR) as prediction methods (see also Secs. V and VI B). PLS and SVR almost never yielded better results than linear regression, and it often resulted in the same explained variance. Thus, we concluded that simple linear regression was adequate, indicating negligible effects of non-linearity and feature interaction in accordance with Juslin and Lindstr€ om (2010) and Eerola et al. (2013) .
In Exp. 1, the Energy rating could be predicted with an explained variance of 93% (adj. R 2 ¼ 0.93) with four significant perceptual features (Speed, Rhythmic clarity, Dynamics, Modality), see Table III . The strongest contribution was by Speed and Dynamics. The Valence rating in Exp. 1 was predicted with an explained variance of 87% (adj. R 2 ¼ 0.87). The strongest contribution was by Modality followed by Dynamics (negative) and three other features (Speed, Articulation, Brightness). The fact that Energy was predicted mainly by a combination of Speed and Dynamics, and that Modality was the strongest predictor for Valence, seems very intuitive and corresponds to earlier experiments in emotion communication (e.g., Ilie and Thompson, 2006; Husain et al., 2002) . The overall results were unexpectedly strong given the small number of perceptual features. Note, however, that both the feature ratings and the emotion ratings were obtained from the same subjects, which might in theory explain some of the high correlations.
In Exp. 2, however, the emotion ratings were obtained in a separate experiment (Eerola and Vuoskoski, 2011) , ensuring a higher independence between the rated features and rated emotions. Energy was still predicted with a high degree of explained variance (91% Adj. R 2 ) with Dynamics as the strongest predictor followed by Speed, Articulation, and Modality (Table III) . Valence was rather well predicted (78% Adj. R 2 ) mainly from Modality, Dynamics, and Harmonic complexity. The discrete emotions in Exp. 2 were rather well predicted for Happiness (81%), Sadness (75%), and Anger (72%), while Fear and Tenderness had the lowest prediction results (64% and 62%, respectively).
A comparison of the results for Energy and Valence in Exps. 1 and 2 indicates that the strongest predictors are the same in both experiments. There are some differences, possibly reflecting feature differences in the two databases. For example, the influence of Speed seems to be comparatively low in Exp. 2 across all emotions and there seems to be a focus on harmonic, tonal, timbral features instead. In particular, note that Harmonic complexity is a significant feature for most of the emotions in Exp. 2. This might reflect the most important features used by the composers of the film music examples, which intuitively seems to vary more in these respects.
Note that there are relatively few features, about four, which are significant for each emotion and still a fair amount of variation is explained. This supports the assumption that the selected features, at least in some cases, correspond to the most important features for emotional expression as suggested in previous studies (e.g., Gabrielsson and Lindstr€ om, 2010) . This also shows that potentially the number of computational features can be small given that they are modeled according to perceptual relevance and with high accuracy (see also Eerola, 2012) .
V. PREDICTION OF PERCEPTUAL FEATURES FROM SYMBOLIC DATA IN EXPERIMENT 1
The ringtone database originally consisted of a collection of symbolic MIDI files. Thus, potentially, using the MIDI data directly would give rather accurate estimations of TABLE III. Prediction of emotional expression from the perceptual features in Exps. 1 and 2 using linear regression. R 2 and adj. R 2 reflects the total explained variance by each model, and sr is the semipartial correlation coefficient reflecting the independent contribution of each feature. The minus sign indicates that the influence of that feature is negative. For clarity, only significant (p < 0.05) results are shown, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. The MIDI features were computed using a custom-made patch in the previously developed environment for the music performance, Director Musices (Friberg et al., 2006) . The tracks in the polyphonic MIDI files were in a previous experiment annotated as melody, accompaniment, bass, or drums (Friberg and Ahlb€ ack, 2009 ). For each of these categories and for the whole score, four different features were computed. Only notes louder than 20 dB below the maximum SL were used in all the computations. The main reason was to avoid some very soft notes in a few examples that could not be heard in the final mix.
Note density in terms of notes per second (NPS) was computed as the average number of notes across the whole example divided by the duration. Simultaneous onsets within a 50 ms time window were counted as one. This value was chosen as an intermediate point between the limit for melodic perception of about 80 ms (Friberg and Sundstr€ om, 2002; London, 2004) and the variation in ensemble playing with a standard deviation of about 20 ms (Rasch, 1979) . For the drum track, a further division was made into two categories. NPS was computed separately for all tom sounds (toms, snare, bass drum) and the rest (hihat, cymbals).
SL was estimated as the average over all remaining notes after the softest ones were excluded. The MIDI velocity and MIDI volume information were translated to SL using a calibration curve for the synthesizer used to produce the corresponding audio examples (Bresin and Friberg, 1997) . However, the database contained few variations in SL since many examples were coded using maximum values throughout the whole score.
Pitch (f0) was estimated by taking the average of all MIDI pitch values for each category.
Articulation (art) was computed as the average of the relative articulation for each note, given by the note duration (time from onset to offset) divided by the inter-onset interval (IOI) to the following note. IOI values longer than 800 ms were excluded to avoid outliers corresponding to rests in the track.
From previous studies (Madison and Paulin, 2010) , it is evident that perceptual speed also depends on the perception of the beat. Therefore, the tempo specified in number of beats per second was estimated manually by coauthor Anders Elowsson for each example.
The correlation between the computed MIDI features and perceptual features is shown in Table IV . Marked in bold are the correlations in which perceptual features supposedly have a direct relation with the computed features. As seen in Table IV , the strongest correlations occur for some of the features within these expected combinations with correlations in the range r ¼ 0.7-0.8. For example, Speed is correlated with three features in this range (ann_tempo, nps_all, nps_dru). The main exception is for SL, where none of the SL features were found to be significantly correlated with perceptual Dynamics. The reason might be a weak variation in the database as discussed above, or that the SL does not correspond to the perceived dynamics since it is expected to be coupled mainly to differences in timbre (Fabiani and Friberg, 2011) . The remaining significant correlations are relatively small and in only one case exceed 0.6. They can presumably be due to either a skewness in the database (e.g., faster songs are played more staccato) or a covariance in the perceptual judgments (e.g., confusion between Pitch and Timbre). The three different perceptual features directly corresponding to the MIDI features with significant correlations (Speed, Articulation, Pitch) were predicted using multiple regression. In order to reduce the initial number of independent features, only a selection of the significant features in Table IV was used for each perceptual feature. For Speed, for example, all the temporal features were included corresponding to the a priori important features. For the articulation and pitch features, only the overall features (art_all and f0_all) were included in the Speed regression since they were a priori considered to have a smaller effect.
In Table V , the results for Speed are shown. The overall explained variance is about 90% in the multiple regression analysis. The significant features are only those that are intuitively directly related to temporal aspects. Note also that these features are all related to the accompaniment and mainly the drums while the melody is less important in this case. The division of the drum part (nps_drum_tom) into toms and the rest (nps_dru_rest) were apparently better predictors than the combined NPS measure (nps_dru). Thus, it seems important to consider first the separation of different auditory streams (instruments) for estimating the speed. This was also a strategy that was successfully applied using source separation in the model of speed from audio (Elowsson et al., 2013) .
Due to the relatively large number of features and few songs, a PLS regression was also performed (Geladi and Kowalski, 1986) . PLS regression attempts to minimize the number of independent features by a principal component analysis in combination with a regression. The method can be used when there are a large number of inter-dependent features. The number of factors in the PLS regression was selected manually by choosing the minimum number that could still explain a major part of the variation. This was also cross-validated using tenfolds. With the modest number of three factors, this could still explain 85% of the variance using cross-validation. In this analysis, only the examples containing drums were included. Certainly, for other kinds of music such as classical music, the melodic parts often play a major role in defining the rhythm and thus also the perceived speed.
The prediction of Pitch is shown in Table VI . The result indicates a strong dependence on the melody since the pitch of the melody was the only significant contribution to the perceived Pitch. The overall explained variance (65%) was surprisingly small given that the pitch of each note is given in the MIDI representation. One possible reason could be the strong interaction between rated pitch and brightness (Table II) .
The prediction of Articulation is shown in Table VII . This indicates, as in the case of pitch, a rather straightforward relation, in particular to the melody (sr ¼ 0.51) and somewhat to the accompaniment (sr ¼ 0.16). Here the overall explained variance was 73%.
VI. PREDICTION OF PERCEPTUAL FEATURES FROM AUDIO FEATURES
A. Computed features
Due to the large number of suggested features in previous studies (e.g., Burred and Lerch, 2004 ) the approach here was to test the performance of existing audio features using available toolboxes. A number of low-and mid-level audio features were extracted using the MIRToolbox (v. 1.3.1) (Lartillot and Toiviainen, 2007) and different Vamp plugins available in the Sonic Annotator (2014) (v. 0.5). In total, 54 different features were computed (Table VIII) . Different feature sets were used for predicting the perceptual ratings. They were selected considering that they would a priori have a potential prediction influence for each perceptual feature. Such a selection could be found for six of the perceptual TABLE V. Speed predicted from MIDI features using multiple regression and PLS regression. R 2 is the overall correlation or explained variance, adjusted R 2 with compensation for the number of prediction variables, b is the beta coefficient, sr the semi-partial correlation coefficient, and p is the probability of a significant contribution from each feature, *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. ratings, namely, Speed, Rhythmic clarity, Dynamics, Modality, Timbre, and Brightness. For Speed, different onset and tempo estimations were chosen. We included all available alternative models in order to find the best one. For Dynamics, Timbre, and Brightness the different spectral measures (zero crossings to spectral flux in Table VIII) were chosen. Both Rhythmic clarity and Modality had a direct correspondence with features provided in the MIRToolbox (pulse clarity and mode). Each feature was computed using the default settings and in certain cases using different available models. For each music excerpt, one final feature value was obtained. All onset measures were converted to onsets per second by counting the number of onsets and dividing by the total length of each music example. The MIDIToolbox version 1.3.1 was used for all computations. We found that the MIRToolbox yielded different results, particularly for some high/mid-level features such as pulse clarity depending on the toolbox version. Thus, in order to replicate these results, the same version has to be used (v 1.3.1). For a more detailed description of the feature extraction for the ringtones in Exp. 1, see Hedblad (2011) .
B. Prediction of perceptual features from audio features
An initial correlation analysis between perceptual ratings and audio features confirmed that many of the selected features correlated with the perceptual ratings. The size of the correlations was typically between 0.6 and 0.7 for features with a rather direct correspondence such as the pulse clarity computed in the MIRToolbox compared with the rated rhythmic clarity (r ¼ 0.73). The rated Speed correlated with different onset methods but surprisingly not with any tempo estimation at this stage. This is in contrast to the MIDI analysis above where we found a strong influence of annotated tempo. The lack of correlation was probably due to problems in correctly estimating the tempo of these examples by the different algorithms in the toolboxes.
A cross-correlation of the audio features showed, not surprisingly, quite high correlations in some cases. In particular, there were high correlations between similar features using different parameters, like different brightness measures. Most of these features were kept in the analysis. The exception was a few features in each experiment having a crosscorrelation of 1.00, which were omitted in the prediction.
We used two different prediction methods: PLS Regression and SVR; see Table IX . Both were run in MATLAB and for the SVR the LIBSVM package (Chang and Lin, 2011) was used. The SVR method was applied with a Gaussian radial bases kernel in most cases except for timbre and modality, in which a polynomial kernel was used. This was selected on a trial-and-error basis. As the number of features was relatively large compared to the number of songs, it was not meaningful to compute the direct fit of the models as in the analysis above. Thus, both methods were applied with a tenfold cross-validation for the final estimation. The fit was estimated by the squared correlation coefficient R 2 . In the application of the PLS, the number of independent components was selected manually for each prediction, optimizing the cross-validation result. Speed was analyzed using all onset and tempo features (13 features), Rhythmic clarity using the pulse clarity model (2 features), Modality using the modality features (3 features), while Dynamics, Timbre, and Brightness were analyzed using all spectral audio features (25 features). In addition, all available computational features were used as predictors of each perceptual feature (45-49 features).
The overall prediction was surprisingly low in many cases. For example, a large number of features related to onset and tempo prediction were computed from several toolboxes. Still the overall prediction of Speed for the ringtones in Exp. 1 obtained a modest value of about 70%. In comparison, the MIDI analysis obtained about 90% explained variance using only a few different onset measures combined with manual tempo estimation. This showed that Speed is related mainly to these features. Thus, the relatively poor performance in this case can be attributed to problems of extracting onsets and estimating tempo from audio. This is somewhat surprising considering both the relatively large previous research effort in this area, as well as the relatively low complexity of the ringtones since they were generated from MIDI and with often rather pronounced drums and clear onsets. This was the result of using default model parameters. We realize that the performance of different note detection methods, for example, would presumably improve significantly if the different model parameters were adjusted individually for these specific datasets.
The increased number of spectral features improved the prediction of Dynamics, which thus obtained the largest explained variance of 74% in Exp. 2. One would then be tempted to conclude that the spectral changes due to different dynamic level are reflected in this prediction. However, at the same time the prediction of the perceptual features timbre/brightness was surprisingly low.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
The concept of using perceptually-derived music features was tested in a series of experiments using two different data sets. The result in terms of the inter-rater agreement, for example, was not consistent for all features but differed according to the type of feature and difficulty of the task. We can assume that if the feature is easily understood from a perceptual point-of-view it is also easy to rate. This implies that the traditional features naturally derived from a computational viewpoint are not necessarily the right choices. One obvious example is speed, which was both easy to rate, as indicated by the high agreement among the listeners, and possible to predict using different timing measures in the MIDI representation as well as from audio (Elowsson et al., 2013) . Choosing the traditional features tempo or note density might have resulted in poorer ratings. We will now further discuss the research questions asked in Sec. I.
Do the raters agree in their judgments? The agreement of the listeners varied considerably depending on the feature. The quality of a perceptual feature will always depend on what question we are asking and how clear it is for the subject to rate. One clear case of covariance seems to be the high correlation between Pitch and Brightness in the first experiment. Otherwise, both the relatively high subject interagreement and the rather modest feature cross-correlation indicate that the obtained averages of the ratings can be used to represent the perceptual ground truth of each feature.
How many rates do we need? This was not explicitly addressed in the current study but a high degree of both agreement and prediction using audio/MIDI features indicates that the number of raters is sufficient for these features. Also, prior to Exp. 1, a pilot experiment was run using 242 ringtones and a limited set of features. They were rated by five subjects who could be considered experts. The result of the pilot experiment (see was not as consistent as Exp. 1 using similar examples but rated with 20 subjects. This and previous experience from other listening tests strongly indicates that it should be sufficient to use 20 subjects in order to obtain a reliable estimate of a perceptual feature of this kind. This was also supported in a recent experiment about emotion communication (Eerola et al., 2013) . Two different groups (n ¼ 20, 26) rated the same examples using the same rating scales. The resulting mean values in this case were nearly identical, thus indicating that using more than about 20 subjects will not contribute much to the final estimate. For an efficient use of subjects in future experiments, it would be interesting to investigate this question further. Can higher-level semantic descriptions be accurately modeled from perceptual features? The preliminary tests indicated an explained variance of about 90% in rather simple models using multiple regression. This is a first indication that this step in the analysis model (see Fig. 1 ) has been simplified considerably. It is also an indication that the perceptual features represent or closely resemble some real perceptual phenomenon, as hypothesized in the first place. This was further supported by the agreement between the salient features in the multiple regression models and qualitative features used in previous research. The simplicity of such a model was also supported in a recent experiment by Eerola et al. (2013) . When a number of musical features were systematically varied, they found that the perception of the emotional expression was only to a very limited extent influenced by interaction effects between features and by nonlinearities (see also Juslin and Lindstr€ om, 2010) .
Can we make computational models of the perceptual features? Several attempts at modeling the perceptual features using combinations of existing low-and mid-level computational features resulted in rather modest predictions of up to about 70% for the best cases. We believe, however, that this can be improved by developing models targeted specifically toward each feature. Recently, a model for speed using a limited set of custom rhythmic audio features has been developed (Elowsson et al., 2013) . The model applies source separation of rhythmic and harmonic content as well as identification of different percussive elements, computes various interonset statistics based on these different sources, and uses machine learning for the final prediction. The results indicate that this model can perform at least as well as the MIDI model, explaining about 90% of the variation.
A major challenge in this project is to identify the perceptually relevant features. The use of speed instead of tempo or note density seems to be a relevant improvement toward a perceptually oriented description of overall features. The covariance between pitch and timbre found in these experiments point, on the other hand, toward an alternative description. This was also confirmed in an experiment by Schubert and Wolfe (2006) in which they found that perceptual brightness was influenced by the pitch. Similarly, the perception of pitch may change with timbre (e.g., Vurma et al., 2011) . This confirms an interaction effect but will not explain the large correlation found in this study. The connection between timbre and pitch was also observed informally by Alluri and Toiviainen (2009) when investigating polyphonic timbre. Interestingly, most computational measures related to timbre are also dependent on pitch, which is often pointed out as an issue in instrument detection, (e.g., Kitahara et al., 2005) . Thus, it might be plausible that in casual listening we use an overall combined perceptual feature consisting of both timbre and pitch. In fact, as suggested by Patterson et al. (2010) , the traditional definition of pitch and timbre cannot explain how we perceive speech. In this case, the fundamental pitch as generated by the vocal folds together with the spectral envelope of the vocal tract determines the voice quality, i.e., the sex and the size of the speaker (Smith and Patterson, 2005) , Thus, the ecological approach, which assumes that perception is about decoding the source ("who") and the message ("what") separately, seems to be a more fruitful methodological starting point.
Dynamics appeared to be rather easy to rate from the agreement between listeners. This feature also obtained rather good predictions using computed audio features. This indicates that dynamics is more consistently perceived and defined than timbre/brightness. This might be surprising considering that dynamics is a more complex parameter than brightness. It does, however, support the ecological hypothesis in which the primary goal of perception is to understand the source of the sound rather than the sound itself. In this case, the perceived dynamics is similar to perceiving the effort of the player(s).
The use of harmonic complexity was probably not an optimal choice as indicated by the low inter-rater correlation. This was a priori expected since it refers to a rather complex music theoretic analysis. However, it still was shown to be relevant for predicting the rated emotions of the film clips. Possibly, other more fundamental tonal aspects like dissonance or roughness also influenced the listeners when they rated harmonic complexity. In future studies it would be interesting to test alternative perceptual features for describing the harmonic aspects.
In this study, the focus was on the prediction of emotional expression using perceptual features. However, we believe that the perceptual features selected in this study can be used for a general characterization of music and applied in other MIR tasks such as genre description. In this case, the features then need to be complemented with a further analysis of the sound sources such as a characterization of the instrumentation.
We started here with a set of features that in most of the cases were already suggested in the literature. As an alternative starting point a more open-ended exploratory approach could be used for finding the most relevant features. However, many different approaches have been explored in emotion research (Gabrielsson and Lindstr€ om, 2010) . Thus, based on the encouraging results in the present study, it seems more fruitful to improve the current model by slightly modifying the perceptual features in accordance with the discussion above.
In summary, we think that the results so far are encouraging as they indicate that perceptual features can be reliably estimated in listening experiments provided that there are at least 20 listeners rating the same examples. The modeling of these features is still a challenge, especially in some cases.
The "brute force" method using a variety of audio features for modeling the perceptual features was clearly not successful in these experiments. Certainly, by testing a larger set of machine learning methods and adding more features, the results are likely to be improved. In particular the new methods in deep learning seem very promising (Lee et al., 2009 ). However, we have shown that a careful selection of a limited set of features can be an efficient way of predicting both the perceptual features from MIDI and higher-level semantic expressions. This indicates that the most important issue in MIR tasks is the identification of appropriate and well-functioning features. Since the higher-level semantic prediction goals are perceptually based, it seems natural to base the features also on human perception. Potentially, the reduction of the problem into smaller subtasks as defined by perceptual features will lead to a clearer understanding of human perception and lead to better and simpler computational models.
